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Figure 1: Rendering ﬁdelity and Virtual scene diversity. This work aims to quantify the impact of photorealism and physics
ﬁdelity on transfer learning from virtual reality. (a)-(c): Images of same scene state rendered with different rendering engines.
(e)-(g): Same scene under different lighting. (d) and (h) semantic labels. Color coding scheme for labels is same as [5].

Abstract
There is a growing interest to utilize Computer Graphics (CG) renderings to generate large scale annotated data
in order to train machine learning systems, such as Deep
convolutional neural networks, for Computer Vision (CV).
However, there has been a long debate on the usefulness
of CG generated data for tuning CV systems (even from the
1980’s). Especially, the impact of modeling errors and computational rendering approximations, due to choices in the
rendering pipeline, on trained CV systems generalization
performance is still not clear. In this paper, we take a case
study in trafﬁc scenario to empirically analyze the performance degradation when CV systems trained with virtual
data are transferred to real data. We: a) discuss a generative model coupled with 3D CAD shapes for scene instance synthesis and, b) explore system performance tradeoffs due to the choice of rendering engine (e.g. Lambertian
shader (LS), ray-tracing (RT), and Monte-carlo path tracing (MCPT)) and their respective parameters. DeepLab,
that performs semantic segmentation, is chosen as the CV
system being evaluated. In our case study, involving trafﬁc
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scenes, when the CV system is trained with CG data samples
(that use MCPT or RT) and augmented with only 10% of
real-world training data from CityScapes dataset, the performance levels achieved are comparable to that of training DeepLab with the complete CityScapes dataset. Use
of samples from LS degraded the performance of DeepLab
by 20%. Physics-based MCPT rendering improved the performance by 6% but at the cost of more than 3 times the
rendering time.

1. Introduction
Computational platforms have advanced both the ﬁelds
of Computer Graphics (CG) and Computer Vision (CV)
to a large degree in the last decade. The renaissance of
data-hungry models such as Deep Convolutional Neural
Networks (DCNN) has renewed the interest in utilizing
CG based virtual worlds and rendering methods to generate large scale datasets to bypass the cumbersome task of
manually annotating real world data, especially for pixel1063

wise labeling. CG simulations, along with automatically
annotated groundtruth, can be exploited for vision system
pipeline modeling, tuning, analysis and understand their
trade-offs as a function of scene contexts and system parameters. However, it is not trivial to generate large amounts of
high quality data as it often requires considerable human
expertise in generating, selecting, and labeling scene states.
Here, we develop a simulation platform that stochastically
generates annotated data by leveraging recent advances in
CG rendering engines, 3D CAD shapes, and probabilistic
generative models. A stochastic generative model for trafﬁc
settings is developed for sampling. This is our ﬁrst contribution.
Once CG generated data is available, an open fundamental question is about the utility of such data for tuning or
training of CV systems; this is a long debated issue that
has focused on the issues of modeling errors and computational approximations (see for instance, early discussions
on the use of simulations for vision in late 80s [12, 11]). In
the days of hand-engineered designs, explicit assumptions
(priors) were at the core of the algorithms. The inputs that
obey the assumptions are referred to as ideal inputs. Deviations from these assumptions are considered to be perturbations due to noise sources and modeled and tuned to the
given data. Modeling assumptions underlying vision models signiﬁcantly overlap with the ones that CG based simulations use (see for example, Lambertian reﬂection [20] and
Dichromatic scattering models [19]). Thus, the CV community has been skeptical to use CG for learning as the data
generated was assumed to be ideal or near-ideal inputs to
CV and noise models are unrealistic [18]. Several questions
that researchers often expressed are related to how photorealism and its physically based rendering approximations
impact the generalization of the model trained on simulated
data. However, several recent works [29, 33, 7, 24, 23, 25]
have taken a fundamental assumption that the modern CG
rendering methods are able to simulate visually highly realistic images/videos. Hence, they generate large scale annotated datasets to train modern CV systems, such as DCNNs. Modern training schemes use these annotated datasets
along with real data sets to construct classiﬁers. To the best
of our knowledge, it is still difﬁcult to quantitatively understand the balance between virtual training and real data
augmentation needed to achieve a given degree of system
performance. In other words, the virtual-real data gap has
not been quantiﬁed yet, even for a single application domain and task pair. In this work, we address this space in
the context of semantic segmentation in trafﬁc scenes. This
is our second contribution.
Towards this end, we have developed a rendering platform that is integrated with several off-the-shelf rendering
engines, ranging from classical to modern, and we gener-

ate diverse data with required annotations. A 3D scene
instance sample is assumed to be a static scene with object conﬁgurations whose parameters are sampled from a
probability distribution. The probability model is a spatial Marked Point processes (for 3D scene layouts) with
Gibbs potentials (for inter-object constraints, for instance,
spatial exclusion). A set of samples that are generated with
the developed platform are shown in Figure 1. We use
this platform to analyze the impact of modeling errors and
computational approximations on the generality of trained
DCNN, and to quantify its usefulness to derive conclusions
that are likely to transfer to real-world settings. Speciﬁcally, we observe the performance (on a real world validation set) of a state-of-the-art system for semantic segmentation, i.e., DeepLab [4] after training it separately on several training sets rendered with different engines. We experiment with a direct lighting based renderer (Lambertian
shader), Ray tracer (Mathematically simpliﬁed photorealistic method) and monte-carlo path tracer (Physics inspired
photorealistic method). We also report results by augmenting the simulated training data with a few real world samples to correct the performance bias.
Related work: Here, we review relevant literature that
utilized CG generated data to train CV systems. More exhaustive literature review can be found in our arXiv preprint
[31]. This issue of photorealism for virtual-world based
training has already been addressed in past work. For instance, [27, 29, 33] used basic rendering algorithms and
scene parameters and concluded that simulations alone are
not useful for tuning the respective vision systems, where as
the work [18] used carefully designed indoor scene models
(parameters) and advanced rendering algorithms to synthesize very realistic sensory data and concluded that graphics can be used. The work [3] showed that motion models
and local spatial statistics, crucial for optic ﬂow estimation,
match with reality. Hence, they argued that the artiﬁcial animated (Sintel) data could be used to design and tune the
ﬂow estimators even though the data is not photo-realistic.
Recently, [6] used a combination of real-data and synthetic
objects to train a DCNN and provide empirical evidence of
the usefulness of such training for real world settings. The
main focus of these works is in the demonstration of the
utility or lack of utility of simulation for vision systems design and the emphasis is on evaluation of the system as a
black-box in an application context. Still, the degree of effectiveness of graphics rendered data for vision system design is an open question. A discussion 1 on a social network
platform clearly conveys the diversity of opinion in the vision community about using graphics for learning. These
apparent divergent conclusions can be explained away by
the perspective that utility of CG for CV depends on closeness of simulation models to reality and invariant nature of

1www.quora.com/How-useful-are-massive-virtual-game-environments-for-training-AI
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schemes (e.g. Lambertian shaders) as well as Global illumination methods (e.g. Ray-tracing and Monte-Carlo Path
Tracing) are utilized in our experiments. MCPT is a more
physics grounded, but computationally intensive approach
to rendering. Ray tracing is faster and more efﬁcient, but
it uses mathematical heuristics for the effects of global illumination/caustics. Additional information on these methods can be found in [31]. An open source rendering engine,
Blender [1] meets several of our requirements. We integrated the other rendering and annotations methods using
it’s Node and Scripting interfaces.

feature transforms in the system to trained/validated. Recently, racing video game engines, (V-drift, Torcs and Hlife etc.), have been used to produce synthetic annotated
data for vision for automotive applications. However, these
game engines were developed with real time rendering for
gaming purposes. In general, most of the effects such as
fog scenes, were mathematically simpliﬁed [22]. Also,
the diversity of environments in the racing engines is also
quite limited. Very recently, several independent research
groups [7, 24, 23, 25] demonstrated that virtual-world based
datasets can be a proxy to real world data to train and validate the vision systems. Our study (on impact of different
rendering engines and their parameters on the system) complements the recent work by providing analysis on the impact of photorealism and computational approximations of
modern CG renderings on modern CV systems.
Paper organization: Section 2 introduces the rendering processes and the probabilistic models of our platform,
which are used to generate the data for our experiments
in the trafﬁc scene context. Vision system training procedure and datasets are described in Section 3. Section 4 ﬁrst
analyzes the deviations in the statistics of natural images
and synthetic images that are rendered with direct-lighting
(Lambertian) and photorealistic methods (Ray tracer and
Monte-Carlo renderer). It also addresses the issues of our
interest, i.e. impact of parameter choice in rendering process on the model’s generalization in reality. Finally, we
conclude with some insights from the experiments and relate our work with Systems philosophy in Section 5.

2.2. Generative Models
Automatic generation of virtual scene states is an essential task, as manual creation of large scale diverse environments requires a lot of man hours from many designers. (Semi) automatic large content creation with procedural grammars has been attempted in [21] and a recent survey of these methods can be found in [26]. However, they
might produce highly correlated scenes for two runs of the
systems as scene generation is based on given axioms and
deterministic logic. Probabilistic models are powerful way
to describe the subjective priors and constraints on scene
layout of man-made and natural objects. For example, the
spatial arrangement of objects (for examples, buildings and
trees) in a city can be described by a set of probabilistic
constraints. Though several probabilistic scene models exist, we select a model of urban street scenes that leverages
the existing 3D CAD object shapes to create large scale 3D
layouts.
In this section, we restrict our goal to model urban trafﬁc scene environments by formulating their space of layouts as probabilistic distributions and processes. Modeling
scene geometry and object shape is getting easier due to the
availability of large-scale 3D CAD shape repositories such
as Google’s 3D warehouses etc. We collected a variety of
CAD shapes and textures from the web, and place them in
a world’s coordinate system according to the realizations of
Marked Poisson Processes (MPP). Here, we ﬁrst introduce
the concepts of MPP which are underlying elements of our
scene geometry model.
MPP for Scene Geometry A prior knowledge about
spatial/temporal distributions of a set of objects can be
modelled with stochastic processes such as point processes
[14]. A realization of the point process consists of a random countable set of points {o1 , ..., on } in a bounded region O ∈ Rd . A marked point process couples a spatial point process Z with a second process deﬁned over a
mark space M such that some random marks or attributes
mo ∈ M is associated with each point o ∈ Z. For example, a 3D marked point process of cuboid marks has elements of the form oi = (pi , [ci , li , bi , hi , θi ]) specifying the
location (p), object class (c), dimensions (l,b,h) and orien-

2. Model-driven Simulation Platform
For a systematic exploration, we require a controllable
and parametric rendering platform to be able to render the
data in the context of interest. To that end, we developed
a rendering platform (cf Section 2.1) that (a) integrates the
classical and modern rendering methods and, (b) exposes
the scene and rendering parameters to the front-end scripting interface. These scene parameters and rendering parameters are then controlled or guided by probabilistic world
models (cf Section 2.2) to generate diverse set of images to
train or validate vision algorithms.

2.1. Parametric Rendering platform
Here, we brieﬂy discuss the rendering methods used in
our experimentation, which range from local to global illumination methods and appearance-driven to physics-driven
methods. The main goal of the rendering methods is to
solve rendering equation [15]. There are many classes
of rendering methods, depending on the details that rendering equation models (direct vs indirect lighting based
methods) and the ways (assumptions and simpliﬁcations)
in which they solve rendering equation (appearance-based
vs physics-based methods). Direct-lighting based rendering
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(a) Semantic diagram for our virtual world model: rectangle boxes
represent MPP, Ns and Nd denote the number of static and dynamic
objects respectively in the virtual world

(b) A few samples from our CAD repository

Figure 2: Virtual world models
tation (θ) of a speciﬁc bounding box (cuboid) in the scene.
In this work, we use MPP to incorporate our prior knowledge about the spatial patterns in city geometries (extrinsic
size and transformation of objects such as buildings and vehicles etc). Thus, the realization of the MPP in this work
consists of an object location p deﬁned on a bounded subset
of R2 (xz ground-plane), together with a mark m deﬁning type and a 3D CAD shape to import and place at point
p. In other words, we model the objects in the scene as a
set of conﬁgurations from an MPP that incorporates prior
knowledge such as expected sizes of buildings, trees, people and vehicles on the scene of knowledge about the scene
regions where these objects will not appear. We denote the
prior term for an object as π(oi ), and assume independence
among the objects. The mark process is assumed as independent from the spatial point process, so that priors in MPP
would be factored as: π(oi ) = π(pi )π(mi ). However, this
common approach ignores obvious and strong correlations
between the size and orientation of objects. Hence, a conditional mark process is introduced for cuboids representing
shape and orientations of a 3D bounding box, conditioned
on the location and shape, leading to a factored prior of the
form:
π(oi ) = π(li , bi , hi , θi |ci , pi )π(ci )π(pi )

(1)

The prior for object class (type such as building, tree, pedestrian and vehicle classes etc) distributions are modelled with
uniform distributions. This means object type follows a
uniform distribution, and given object type, the shape dimensions (3D bounding box) are i.i.d. One can also bootstrap the domain models by learning the parameters through
training using real world data.
Conditional mark process: We represent priors for
π(li , bi , hi , θi |pi , ci ) as simple parametric distributions
(such as uniform and Gaussian) on the bounded regions. For
example, the heights of pedestrian and vehicle are modelled
2 3dwarehouse.sketchup.com,

with normal distributions with means 1.6 and 1.7meters respectively. θi (orientation with which object should be place
on the ground or road) is allowed to vary from -180 to 180
degrees with uniform distribution.
3D CAD shapes and Textures as Marks. The object
shapes (for given object identity) are randomly selected
from the 3D CAD repositories and resized according to
the sampled (l, b, h). We have collected a rich set of 3D
models for each object category (buildings, grounds, pedestrians, and vehicles etc) from the web2 . Some of the 3D
CAD shapes are shown in Figure 2b. These 3D models
are indexed according to their object category. However,
parametric 3D object shape can be modelled with the distributions [9] such as Boltzmann machines [32] or Bernoulli
mixture distributions [8]. Inter-object constrains such as
spatial non-overlap and mutual alignment are incorporated
with the help of Gibbs potentials between marks. In such
case, point process is called as Poisson process [17] and
more details are provided in [31].

3. Datasets and Training
Semantic Segmentation: In this work, we select a stateof-the-art system, i.e. DeepLab [4], and evaluate virtualreality-based-training for semantic segmentation task in
trafﬁc scene context. Approximations made in virtual world
models and rendering processes inﬂuence the statistics of
rendered outputs, and, thus, biases the learned classiﬁer.
Here, we conduct experiments to study the following: (a)
Effects of Photorealism: Here we compare results obtained
from training data using Lambertian Shaders against photorealistic methods such as Ray-tracing and Monte-Carlo
Path tracing. (b) Physics Fidelity: Here we compare results
obtained by training with Ray-tracing vs Monte-Carlo Path
tracing (MCPT). For instance, the mcpt datasets are physically more realistic (see [31] for contrast between mcpt

3dmodelfree.com, quality3dmodels.net, tf3dm.com
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and ray-tracing methods) than ray trace, though they both
look realistic to human-eye. (c) Impact of Computational
Approximations: Here we evaluate the variation in performance as a function of number of monte-carlo samples in
MCPT.
The experiments analyze the following issues: (a) how
photorealism and computational-approximation (physically
accuracy of photorealistic effects) inﬂuences the performance of the model on real world data? (b) how biased
virtual-world-based-training is, compared to real-worldbased-training? (c) when and where virtual-world data is
more reliable? (d) how much real data is needed to correct the performance bias? Though, we work with a single
DCNN-based architecture, our approach and insights are
transferable to other data-driven systems and tasks as we
treat the vision system as a blackbox in this work.
Data preparation: We simulate 5000 images sampled
from the world model (described in Section 2.2) and rendered with different rendering settings, along with pixelwise object labels (the classes include: vehicle, pedestrian,
building, vegetation, road, ground, and sky) . To measure the impact of computational-approximation, we render these images lambertian shader, ray tracer and mcpt
with increasing computational-approximation (spp) ranging 10 to 130 with a step size of 30 (spp = 10 : 131 :
30 python notation). It results in seven image datasets
of same scene states. We use the terms ”lambertian”,
”ray trace”, and ”mcpt X” to denote the sets rendered with
lambertian shader, ray tracer and path tracer respectively,
where X being number of spp used in rendering.
Real-world datasets: For comparison purposes, we use
a real world dataset, CityScapes[5] which is recorded on the
streets of several European cities. It provides a diverse set
of videos with a public access to 3475 images (train-val)
that has ﬁner pixel-level annotations for semantic labels.
We divide the database into two disjoint subsets for training, validation (3000 images, named as CS train) and testing (475 images, named as CS val) purposes. This dataset
was adapted to the 7 class labels mentioned above.
DeepLab architecture: DeepLab [4] is an modiﬁed version of VGG-net to operate at original image resolutions, by
making following changes: (a) replace the fully connected
layers with convolutional ones, (b) skip the last subsampling steps and upsample the feature-maps by using Atros
convolutions. It still results coarser map with a stride of 8
pixels. Hence, targets (semantic labels) during training are
the ground truth labels subsampled by 8. During testing, bilinear interpolation followed by fully connected conditional
random ﬁeld (CRF) was used to get ﬁnal label maps. We
modify the last layer of DeepLab from 21-class to 7-class
(including: vehicle, pedestrian, building, vegetation, road,

ground, and sky).
Training: Our models are initialized with ImageNet pretrained weights to skip longer training times. Stochastic
gradient descent method and cross-entropy loss function are
used with initial learning rate of 0.001, momentum of 0.9
and a weight decay of 0.0005. We use mini-batch of 4 images and learning rate is multiplied by 0.1 after every 2000
iterations. High-resolution input images are down-sampled
by a factor 4. Training data is augmented by vertical mirror
reﬂections and random croppings from the original resolution images, which yields four times the data. As a stopping
criteria, we use a ﬁxed number of SGD iterations (50,000)
in all our experiments. In the CRF postprocessing, we use
ﬁxed parameters in the CRF inference process (10 mean
ﬁeld iterations with Gaussian edge potentials as described
in the work [4]) in all reported experiments. The CRF parameters are optimized on a subset of 300 images, randomly
selected from the dataset.

4. Experiments and Results
Input Image statistics: We start with comparing the image statistics of datasets to know how the computationalapproximation propagates to input space for vision system.
Here, we discuss about KL divergence between probability distributions of Gabor ﬁlter responses. The corresponding plot and other comparisons of natural image statistics
are provided in [31]. We compute the Gabor responses of
each set with Gabor ﬁlters of 31x31 size, but with varying
scale (σ) parameters (scale = 3 : 9 : 1 python notation).
We plot KL divergence of Gabor ﬁlter responses between
simulated datasets and real world CS train dataset against
ﬁlter scales. For both sets ray trace and mcpt, the divergence from reality seems to be decreasing with the scale.
That means simulations are more deviated in local statistics than global averages. Moreover, difference between
ray trace and mcpt sets is also decreasing with increasing
scales. How do these deviations in input statistics propagate
through the training stage of DeepLab?
Performance of Virtual-world-based-training: In order to evaluate the role of photorealism and ﬁdelity on the
performance of the model trained on virtual-world data, we
train the DeepLab independently on our simulated datasets.
We then compare the performances of these trained models
on a reference real world dataset, i.e. CityScapes validation
set (CS val).
As shown in Figure 4a, we plot the corresponding IoU
3
measures to show how the performance of trained model
on CS val varies with levels of realism and ﬁdelity in simulated training data. In all conﬁgurations, training with simulations seems worse compared to real-world-based-training
(red dotted line in the ﬁgure). This bias could be due to

TP
3 To assess performance, we use a standard performance metric, known as the intersection-over-union metric, IoU =
, where TP, FP, and
T P +F P +F N
FN are the numbers of true positive, false positive, and false negative pixels, respectively, determined over the whole validation set.
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Table 1: Comparing the performance of DeepLab when trained with simulated datasets of different computationalapproximation and rendering methods
Training
Validation
dataset
dataset
lambertian
CS val
ray trace
CS val
mcpt 10
CS val
mcpt 40
CS val
mcpt 70
CS val
mcpt 100
CS val
mcpt 130
CS val
Variance

mean
IoU
24.46 ± 9.69
44.81 ± 4.15
34.10 ± 6.44
50.00 ± 5.88
49.82 ± 6.04
53.82 ± 6.14
52.15 ± 6.58
±5.56

vehicle

pedestrian

building

vegetation

road

ground

sky

13.19
46.36
30.19
48.49
43.57
55.8
56.61
±5.08

15.41
37.72
28.82
53.39
42.17
56.45
47.26
±5.10

17.58
44.13
31.12
63.34
65.26
62.36
54.98
±3.25

20.99
49.88
30.22
50.78
52.73
60.83
63.08
±5.1

21.2
42.58
32.48
46.66
49.85
51.77
56.98
±3.06

29.35
40.27
29.26
34.27
42.57
34.37
36.31
±2.85

53.52
52.75
56.65
53.09
52.59
55.21
49.86
±1.46

(a) mean IoU vs rendering settings

RenderTime-perimage (in sec)
0.001
20
5
34
67
313
547
NA

(b) per-class IoU vs rendering

Figure 4: Performance (IoU on CS val) variations due to photorealism and computational-approximation of rendering
sampling diversity (and its lack of closeness to reality) in
the virtual world models and computational-approximation
in the simulations. We only focus on differences in rendering approximations below.
Impact of Photorealism: The IoU of DeepLab trained
with simulated set, Lambertian (diffuse reﬂections only) is
worse than the other choices. It is clear that diffuse material assumptions in simulations does not hold in most real
world conditions. When we used the Cook-Torrance shader
that simulates both diffuse and glassy reﬂections the performance was worse. One possible explanation could be
that the deep learned classiﬁer system is not invariant to
physical reﬂections. We therefore deactivated glassy reﬂections for this study. When we used more photorealistic
(ray trace and mcpt) sets with global illumination effects,
the performance of trained model has been improved drastically (nearly gets double). Thus, it appears that photorealism is important for DCNN performance. But, how does
the physical ﬁdelity of these photorealistic effects impact
the performance?
Impact of Physics ﬁdelity: To know how physics ﬁdelity in lighting computation impact the trained model, we
compare the performance between these datasets (see Ta-

ble 1). mcpt 10 seems to be bad compared to rt. however, 10 spp is too less to get a photorealistic image and it
suffers with heavy sampling noise. Hence comparing with
mcpt 10 may not be fair. By comparing the performance
of ray trace and other mcpt X (X ≥ 40) sets, it appears
that physics ﬁdelity seems to be improving the performance
a little bit at the cost of high rendering times. For example, on an average, the performance has been improved by
6% when trained with mcpt sets instead ray trace set, but
at the cost of more than 10 times the rendering time of ray
tracer (last column in the table). So, we believe that physicsaccuracy of lighting computations of photorealistic effects
is also important to some extent. However, it is a tradeoff between large computational resources and little performance gains due to physics.
Impact of computational-approximation (spp): We
now examine the effect of MC sampling parameter (spp) in
MCPT rendering method. Figure 4a is intended to show
the variations in IoU due to photorealistic rendering and
computational-approximation. The plot seems to be more
or less ﬂat for mcpt datasets, especially after spp = 40.
The performance for mcpt sets varies between IoU 51.8 ±
5.66%, mainly due to rendering noise in the simulations.
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From this experiment, we conclude that DCNN’s seem to
be less sensitive to computational-approximation of physics
in simulated training dataset used in our application context
and that 40 spp were enough for achieving the good performance in our experiments. Hence, accuracy seems to
be important to some extent, but, large number of samples
(spp) may not be necessary. This insight can help us to reduce the time required for rendering the data and be spent
at some other means of performance improvement.
Things vs Stuff: Figure 4b shows per-class IoU measures for all rendering settings, while the last row in Table 1 contains variances of per-class IoU measures of training settings with mcpt X, X ≥ 40. One interesting observation from these numbers is that the computationalapproximation does not seem to effecting the system much
in classifying the pixels of sky, ground, road (which are
considered to be ”Stuff4 ” in the semantic segmentation literature( please refer to Things-and-Stuff model[13]), while
most of the differences are from the objects such as pedestrian, vehicles, buildings (which are considered to be
”Things” [13]). The reason we think is that the things (vehicles, pedestrians etc.) tend to have more diverse complex
shapes and textures which may require more detailed CAD
models, compared to the stuff (building, ground, ans sky
etc.). This observation from object level analysis inspired
us to analyze and locate the errors at pixel and region level.
Location of Major errors: We inspect to locate regions
where virtual-world-based training is more deviated and not
reliable enough. From the analysis in the input image statistics, the simulated data might differ more at high frequency
contents due to ﬁdelity. We would like to see how this deviation propagates through DeepLab training.
We approach this by analyzing the performance at object boundaries with the help of trimaps [16]. Trimaps are
masks with the pixels that are located within a narrow band
of object boundaries, as shown in Figure 5a. We create
trimaps of varying pixel-widths for all images of CS val,
and compute IoU only at those pixels in the white band
region. Figure 5b show how performance changes from
boundaries to more global spatial contexts. One can observe that the performance deviates more near boundaries
(lower values of trimap’s pixel-widths) than that over entire
image space. We postulate that this may be due to the same
reason that the higher frequency contents more deviate from
reality in simulated sets. The difference between simulated
and real sets can be explained by the fact that the object
boundaries and shadows in virtual worlds are quite sharp
while real world boundaries have effects of color bleeding
and penumbra (due to sensor effects). So, modeling sensor
and lens effects in simulations may be important to reduce
the statistical deviations in pixel-level tasks such as seman-

tic labeling.
Transfer learning and Data combinations: The performance of virtual-world-based-training was always biased, compared to the setting of real world training (see
the difference between blue curve and red line in Figure
4a). Given the insights from our experiments on effect
of computational-approximation, a possible explanation for
performance bias could be the level of diversity in the virtual world models to capture real world geometric variations. Recall that we only modelled Manhattan-like geometric variations with limited number of CAD shapes in
virtual world. Level-of-diversity that a dataset with limited
samples captures, is a question, even to real world datasets.
For instance, the model trained on CS train is achieving the
performance levels of 69.54% on CS val (which is from
same domain), while a performance degradation of 16%
has been observed when it is tested on another validation
set, CamV id val [2] (captured in a geographical location
different from CS val).
To see how far we can reach with only simulated data,
we increase the diversity of the simulated data by augmenting our data mcpt 40 with 5000 samples from another simulated data set, Synthia [24]. Synthia is a recent large scale
simulated data generated and used in the work [24]. Surprisingly, the DCNN when trained on this integrated dataset
(of 10,000 images) has produced a model with more generalization capabilities, than the one trained on CS train
(see Table 2). This model consistently performs on the
both CS val (68%) and CamVid val (69%), while the other
model (trained on CS train) seems to overﬁt CS val (67%)
and biased on CamVid val (54%). This shows that data
diversity improves the generalization capabilities of vision
models. For the sake of fair comparison, we also provided
the performance of the model trained of total real world data
available (CS train+CamVid train) on both validation sets
(see the table).
Like many works [28, 30, 10, 7, 24, 23] already reported,
we also found that real world samples added to the simulated data can correct the performance bias of the trained
model. In this set of experiments, we add 10% real world
data samples of the training data from the target domain
(CityScapes or CamVid) and retrain the system. The quantitative results are shown in Table 2. These IoU values
are on par with (sometimes better than) the levels that are
achieved with full training data. This can signiﬁcantly reduce the number of real world samples needed at training/development phase.

5. Discussion and Conclusion
In this work, we addressed the space of virtual-toreality gap in the context of semantic segmentation in trafﬁc

4 The objects that has no limited spatial extents are considered as Stuff, such as road, ground, sky etc., while Things represent the objects whith limited
size, such as pedestrians and vehicles.
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Table 2: Data combinations and Generality of the system
Training
CS train
CS train
mcpt 40
mcpt 40
mcpt 40 + 10% CS train
mcpt 40 + 10% CamVid train
CS train + CamVid train
CS train + CamVid train
mcpt 40 + Synthia
mcpt 40 + Synthia

Validation
CS val
CamVid val
CS val
CamVid val
CS val
CamVid val
CS val
CamVid val
CS val
CamVid val

Global
67.54
54.29
50
39.37
67.21
68.93
69.52
75.18
68.81
69.05

vehicle
58.92
47.33
48.49
52.97
60.1
51.44
62.03
70.42
68.36
65.27

pedestrian
57.04
42.58
53.39
28.14
65.95
60.12
59.56
79.25
66.39
67.47

(a) Input image and corresponding labels and trimaps of 10 and 30
pixel-width

building
72.92
54.84
63.34
34.26
51.85
71.22
77.16
86.67
64.21
72.76

vegetation
63.7
68.67
50.78
35.18
66.68
66.67
67
66.75
72.44
66.94

road
68.79
45.52
46.66
42.73
73.41
65.03
72.16
79.53
67.08
66.82

ground
63.78
51.25
34.27
19.47
71.61
77.91
59.33
74.79
68.55
68.22

sky
87.64
69.89
53.09
62.85
80.91
90.12
89.42
68.87
74.7
75.89

(b) IoU vs Trimap width

Figure 5: Major erroneous locations: Major errors are located around object boundaries
scenes. We developed a set of required tools for stochastic virtual world generation and scene rendering, that could
be used as a systematic experimental bench for the context
of urban scene understanding. We also empirically validated the virtual-world-based-training and provided several
insights about the impact of photorealism and ﬁdelity on
DCNNs. Although it seems to be essential to have all photorealistic effects in the data, DCNNs are not too sensitive
towards physics accuracy of the effects. Hence, apparently
extreme levels of photorealism may not be necessary. High
frequency contents (such as image boundaries), smaller objects (such as pedestrians and vehicles etc.) are relatively
more deviated compared to other stuff. However, one can
take a special care at these effects at the cost of time. The
major role in performance bias is from level-of-diversity of
the virtual world model to capture real world variations. In
this aspect, virtual data suffers with a dataset shift problem
just like any other real world dataset. However, this shift can
be corrected by adding a few real world samples to training data. In our experiments just 10% real world dataset
was enough to reach the levels of full real world training.
This signiﬁcantly reduces the number of real world samples required at development phase. A large scale diverse
virtual dataset (ours+Synthia) seems to be good enough

to produce the models with more generalization compared
to currently available real world benchmarks in the ﬁeld
(CityScapes+CamVid).
However, transferability of our insights depends on
many factors and variables in the experimental pipeline that
include: (i) Generative models (G) and Simulation methods
used, (ii) Rendering techniques (P ) used to generate observations, (iii) Real world data (D), (iv) Algorithm or System
being Evaluated (S), (v) Criterion Function or metric for
evaluation (L). Thus, (G, P , D, S, L) form a joint space
of consideration for the experiment. Our choices in this experimentation can be seen as a speciﬁc example from this
space. In the data driven learning paradigm, the system S
is learned from a set of examples D and little consideration
is given for the nature of G. Moreover, preprocessing and
data augmentation techniques implicitly use the nature of
G and/or P (e.g. rescaling, whitening, application of geometric distortions to generate virtual samples) to augment
D during the training process.
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